Kids Kits demo and paid packs for Caustic 2
by Les Productions Zvon
______________________________________________________________________________

This expansion pack is a set of samples taken from a recording I made with two young children, a little girl
(3 years old) and a little boy (5 years old). They were very happy to sing, talk and make funny noises in
the microphone.
I selected 136 unique one-shot samples from this session and further split some of the longer ones so
there are 259 samples in total. These also include 13 interesting noise samples.
All the samples are fun as they are but don't hesitate to mangle them. As an example, the stretched
versions of 2 samples are included. No external processing was used but some samples, beside the 2
stretched ones, sound like they are processed. These FX were caused by the microphone while
recording, like the proximity effect for instance.
The pack has 7 PCMSynth presets. The wav files are also included so they can be used in the BeatBox
or in any app that loads wav files. The demo has 2 PCMSynth presets and 41 wav files.
Note that you may delete the demo once you have installed the full pack as it contains all the samples.
But if you like the way the demo presets are organized, you may keep them as the samples are organized
differently in the full pack.

______________________________________________________________________________
The table on the next page lists the presets of the full version and gives some info about them.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Details
Preset Name
Boy main
Boy seq songs
Boy Tee Too
French Words
Girl main
Laughs
Noises

Key range
C2 - D6
C2 - A5
C2 - G#3
C2 - B4
C2 - A#5
C2 - G#5
C2 - C3

# of samples
51
46
21
36
47
45
13

Size (KB)
4,764
2,927
1,210
6,092
2,542
4,905
858

The French Words preset contains words and sentences in French (mother tongue of the children).
Their English translation is in the complete list of the samples that is included in the download and it's
also available on our website.

______________________________________________________________________________
Also visit our Caustic page: http://lesproductionszvon.com/caustic.htm
This sample pack can be used royalty-free in any piece of music. The only restriction is that you
are not allowed to sell or distribute in any way the presets and samples, even in modified form, without
our authorization.
For more details about the license please read the included "zvon_license.txt".
Zvon
Visit our website for more sample sets.
email: info@lesproductionszvon.com
Forum: http://www.kvraudio.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=58
Web site: http://www.lesproductionszvon.com
Twitter: http://twitter.com/ProductionsZvon
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